Training at it's best

for your success

Where learning is fun

IT Training for the daily practice
Vocational training experiences focusing on information technology and project management

Vocational training for new jobs

Every year about 200 people from different vocational provenance get certified by us to achieve new challenges on the job market as a IT-Professional or a Project Manager. Become one of this!

Read more

Next courses near by you

Vocational training Karlsruhe
Vocational training Nuremberg
Vocational training Heilbronn
Vocational training Stuttgart
Certifications and Partnerships

Bring Office to the Cloud!

With Office 365 you can edit all your documents from any device or location. Regardless of whether you work at your computer at work, quickly make a note of things with your tablet at home, or want to look in your e-mails with your smartphone on the go - you have everything under one surface.

Any questions?

Give us a call!
Course: Digital transformation and industry 4.0

We are in an unprecedented upheaval in the world of work. Digital transformation has led to fractures in whole branches of the industry and now it goes on in the office. It's time to qualify! read more

Retraining towards an IT-professional
With a retraining to the german "Fachinformatiker" you qualify in the long term for a profession with future. The two-year retraining concludes with an examination at the CCI. Additionally, you can achieve vendor certifications highly demanded in the industry. read more

All trainings start as scheduled

In spite of Corona all trainings start as scheduled - online. Due to the actual situation we have temporarily changed to online trainings. Our trainers are holding classes from their home offices by using our online education platform. For events, that need physical presence as well as new courses we follow the strict suggestions of the authorities.

read more on our special page (in german language)

Find corporate seminars

Select specialized corporate seminars offerings with respect to IT infrastructure from our comprehensive
training catalogue. For instance, easily download a quotation (PDF) from our website so that you can
directly present it to your decision-making unit and management.
Of course, all courses can also be custom-made and adapted to your individual demands as in-house
courses (Workshop or MOC course) as well as by means of individual training sessions.

Find the corporate seminar of your choice

Simply search for a seminar or pick one of our topics.